This video is dedicated to Rosie and Jamie Miller

A Blessing for Weddings, Handfastings and
Sacred Unity Ceremonies

As you take my hand I look into your eyes and
know that we have come to a place in our
journey that was forever destined to be.
We are joined in hearts and minds as one. We
are but one soul, divine twins of true
expression.
You are my sacred Rose and as I take your
hand today, bonding with you, we tie the knot of
togetherness.
May the rainbow ribbons we adorn ourselves
with symbolise the many pathways we shall
walk throughout the streams of time that lead to
that which we manifest in our mind's eye,
together.
Our union of one plus one makes three and the
energetic living intelligence we have birthed
takes the form of the Goddess Aphrodite, the
bestower of love and good fortune in matters of
the heart.
Cupid, aimed his arrow and we were the willing
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recipients of the directed, focus that is true love.
The white roses you hold mirror the purity of
your soul as this day you are cleansed, as the
virgin re-born and are given to me, he who shall
keep you, protect you, honour you and cherish
you all the days that our love shall last.
We know, our love, moves through the fractals
and cycles of time into infinite eternity and that
we shall come together again and again, as one,
re-experiencing our union over and over.
Why do we cycle this expression, in different
forms, through different flavours within the
repeated endless endevour that is the pathway
of source incarnate?
It is because of the togetherness we create
through our physical separation for none get get
so far from the other and thus none can get so
close to the other.
More that death do us part but beyond
boundaries we project our expanded awareness
through the quantum world, no barrier shall
hold us back.
Together we move into Ascension as the Twin
Flame union and hold hands through every
energetic that we may manifest in our physical
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lives.
We know, that as a unified coupling, we shall
touch the depths of an emotional landscape that
no other shall every touch.
As we integrate and transmute the deep
learning of self that the intense emotions
bring...we grow, together, walking the same
path.
Speak now, Goddess Aphrodite, My always
Rose.
You speak the truth, handsome warrior that you
are. I know, that as we exchange these silver
bands of unity you shall hold high the silver
sword of truth and light and stand by my side
in all that I do.
I knew, when I met you in this life, that you
were my everything. We are the realisation of a
thread of energy moving back, back, back
through our ascenstral lines. I dared not hope
that I was right, that you were he that I had
waited for, for so long.
Yet you held me and you loved me and your
laughter opened my heart to the true awareness
that you were everything I had always wanted
and everything that I had waited for.
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No one sees what we are save us. We are
encased within a Rose Ray Orb of divine love,
the magenta pink glow of the higher heart.
Yes indeed, I am Aphrodite and I stand before
you as every female for I embody all female
form.
I am the divine feminine, the muse, the
receptivity of all things and I give to you, my
hero of the heart, the stars, the moon and the
universe itself for I am she.
I am your inspiration the one who presents
beyond Mother, Sister, Daughter and steps
forward as your wife.
To have and to hold this day I accept your
sacred promise as I give you mine.
I am bonded always to you my love. The
happiness I hold within, the golden glow of bliss
charged love, sustains me throughout time and
space for the female wants always to be
cherished and nurtured so she may heal,
inspire and divine.
As I hold your hand in sacred union this day, I
know, I am blessed for all eternity for I am
eternity and never before have I seen this as
closely as this day that we are wed, before the
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universal all that is as we make our promises
and vows before the night sky, within the
positive polarisation of the diamond light.
Let us step forward this day, through Stargate
of the heart into the Emerald City of Krysta.
I. embodiment of Aphrodite hold up to you your
greatest mirror as you hold to me mine.
Repeat after me says aphrodite the officiator of
our union. With this kiss I thee wed. Forever, in
love, we are now one, through all space and for
all time.
I call upon all the divine entities of light here
present to witness the joining of our Twin Flame
union this day and we both know, the three
words spoken with absolute surrender to that
which we are, I love you, mean everything. I do.

We are the White Winged Collective
Consciousness of Nine.
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